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Position PAPer #5:
ProPerty

In the new country, we will eschew individual possessive pronouns, 
preferring to indicate linguistically our shared but not individually-
owned belief that all property is probably theft. We won’t have much 
use for thieving, which will sadden the older among us, with our fond 
memories of shoplifting cassette tapes from K-mart but which will 
be nicer for those of us who prefer to pick up the nearest hybrid-style 
bike and ride it rather than fiddle with u-locks when we are late for 
our six-monthly appointment at the free dentist, to have our teeth 
cleaned using non-toxic but very excellent cleaning solutions. Our 
house will still be “our” house; I haven’t worked out the particulars of 
housing yet, but I think we’ll just agree that we stay there, temporarily, 
like all of life.



Position PAPer #1:
cArs

In my country, we will have modular cars. Each car module will hold 
one person or a storage unit, and we will snap our modules together or 
apart. In our modular cars we will not be lonely driving back from dinner 
or the reading to the same location after coming to dinner or the reading 
from different locations. We will have the option of going home together, 
debriefing on the way so when we get home we can go right to bed. And 
we will save fuel this way, though the fuel will not be precious, will be 
made of plastic waste. Our modular cars will run on composted Apple IIes, 
predictor kits, rainbow barrettes, PalmPilots, and parts of station wagons 
which we will train special bacteria to first eat then shit out in the form 
of a paste. Fairly-compensated workers with collective-bargaining 
rights will collect this paste, and other fairly-compensated workers with 
collective-bargaining rights will turn this paste into fuel and still other 
fairly-compensated workers with collective-bargaining rights will deliver, 
sell, and insert the fuel. Or maybe the workers will come to decisions 
through a consensus model and will not own so much as share the 
means of production. In my country, one-seventh the size of the current 
United States and not so federated, we will systematically use up all the 
broken plastic objects people’s step-aunts and fathers have been hoarding 
in their garages. We will thank our hoarding relatives and comrades in 
our minds as we watch the stars from our downy bed, all talked out.



Position PAPer #4:
tAxes

In the new country, the children will read with fascination about 
money economies when they borrow books from our neighborhood 
or central libraries which will be open all night every night and all day 
every day. We immigrants will try not to worry about the children’s 
games of cash register, which they will play in the common buildings 
when there’s rain, scattering handmade tokens in front of the fireplace. 
We will try not to call them baby capitalists even in jest. We will be so 
kind to the babies, and we will let them pick out their own clothes 
from the clothing depots; we will not impose our fashion agendas 
once they are old enough to point. When they are very young we will 
dress them in tiny animal costumes, which we will create by sewing 
ears and tails on earless or tailless garments. The babies will later look 
at drawings or photographs of themselves and remember in flashes 
their kittenhoods, lapping milk and sleeping among their littermates 
in our arms.



Position PAPer #9:
trAnsitioning

In our country, everyone will have sabbaticals and craniosacral healing 
when we need them, and if we want to change our body or aesthetic 
or way of thanking some great unknown we will, with or without vast 
talking. Maybe we will first ask for the life stories of the humans we 
already know, our summer friends and special uncles and neighbor-
hood grandmothers, our teachers or even any of our parents. If we feel 
shy or raw, we might bike or take the light-rail two towns away to 
consult hair stylers, clothes makers, muscle trainers, herbalists, 
surgeons, or name-givers there. If we reject all asked-for advice or later 
regret our choices or cycle rapidly through many projects without 
completing any, our friends might cook us a traditional chicken-and-
waffles dinner, followed by an ice cream sundae buffet, to recognize 
our multitudes. Some of us will move for a season or the foreseeable 
forever across the land to learn to be a sailor or less depressed or fluent 
in a language. Many of us will commission grief tattoos and baby 
invitation dances and declaration-of-love hikes from artists or witches, 
and some of us will make our own markings and altars and songs, 
and others of us will request the attentions of a death midwife or 
gender doula. Some of us will just sift into the next, with only the 
smallest closing and opening of eyelids, like a cat acknowledging the 
rightness of sunlight on the couch.



Position PAPer #10:
PoLice

In our new country, we will each take three full-year turns responding
to trouble situations — once in youth, once in prime, and once in old 
age. In youth and old age, we will decide and plan, and in our prime we 
will take instructions nicely — remembering, perhaps, the disastrous 
and brilliant innovations of our youth, and also piling up ideas for 
later, should our country’s future be at all similar to our present. We 
will cycle in together, young and middle-young and old, and for the 
first month of our turn, our group will watch and help the exiting 
group. We will learn from these leavers the current map — which 
rivers prefer to flood, which animals need migration escorts, whose 
home relationships need witnessing or interruption, which faults 
will likely soon rumble, which border towns tend to run out of hostel 
beds and extra food and welcome packets, which embankments the sea 
most often batters, the most intricate or obscurely-renovated apartment-
building layouts, the rough location of any ongoing imbalances. Before 
and during our terms we will study rocks, water, earth, animals, urban 
planning, computational modeling, shame, panic, mental illness, how 
to talk kindly to many other people, and the brutal histories of the 
old countries. In our groups we may choose to take and refine certain 
roles (brawn, empath, fast thinker, pessimist, prevention-teacher, 
chef ) or we may all share all. We will spend our year in the town or 



neighborhood where we know the most people and where we are 
most known, living together in a central whereabouts. Each responders’ 
house will have an elaborate kitchen garden and town-stocked larder; 
a departure pole; all manner of hoses, hatchets, patching supplies, 
sand-bags, life-boats, and specialty vehicles; a warren of sound-
proofed therapy and massage and quietness rooms; and at least one 
dog and two cats plus an animal-free wing for the badly allergic. 
When chaos reveals itself, as it does and forever will, we will meditate 
for a short or long while before we move on.



Position PAPer #12:
FAsHion

In the new country, teams of fat-positive fashion designers will stage 
inspirational tableaux vivants at the town supply depots and impromptu 
subway-car outfit parades. Every solar-powered community laundromat 
will host end-of-year competitions to see who can make the most 
interesting and beautiful outfit from all the unclaimed socks and 
sweat-clothes. We will encourage children to shave designs into their 
hair, sew badges on their jackets, or dress entirely in the color of the 
chakra they want to clear that day. We will have many work slots for 
tailors and sewers and poets and weavers and spinners and screen-
printers and vegetable dye mixers. We will use every part of the animal: 
we will cut the buttons off old shirts, we will rescue collar-stays, we 
will save the softest worn cotton for baby diapers, we will knit and 
darn at the very long meetings in which we talk our way to consensus 
about the important issues of our day, such as hurricane preparedness, 
tomato blight, our work schedules, the question of armed defense, 
and creeping pollution from other countries.



Position PAPer #7:
LAwns

In the country and town of the new country, we will have goats and 
for our goats, who are also their own goats, we will have varietal and 
heirloom grasses and so if we want to have lawns we will have lawns, 
and we well might because of deer ticks and also to play lawn sports 
such as badminton or reading or lying about in birthday hammocks 
imagining ourselves in the English countryside, resignifying to our 
hearts’ content as goats eat the variety buffet of grasses, and later we 
will drink milks and eat cheeses. Goats will eat as they like and stay 
cozy in sheds in the winter visited by indifferent neighborhood dogs. 
When it is very cold the goats will all come inside via special passage 
to the woodstove room and we will watch Grand Illusion or Le Voyage 
dans la lune on a projector run on stored-up shine from the summer, 
and when we have used our summer sun we will take a shift at the gym 
to turn our high spirits and hard emotions into energy, we will turn 
our misspoken words and botched romantic gestures, our quarterback 
fashion fantasies and stray tufts of anger all into energy, and we will 
pour that sweat and huff and tempered resentment into battery cells 
which we will sled home so we can watch century-old light flicker onto 
sheets on the strawbale walls, relishing our increased ability to flow 
blood, cozing among baby goats and humans and looking out from the 
bunker or tinted moon to the snow-deep lawn, that various field — 



Position PAPer #47:
inHerited weALtH

In this country, we will borrow art when we like, for as long as we like 
if no one else wants to borrow that particular art, and we will return 
our borrowed sculptures and grand pianos when we are done, no 
worse for wear. If we decide to borrow a small Rothko or maybe a 
Kahlo for a month, to dream by or for private ineluctable reasons, 
we’ll be visited by a team of archivists and installers, who’ll hang the 
painting somewhere nice, out of the sun, and who will arrange with 
us for any visitors who’d like to see the work while we have it. Most of 
the paintings and sculpture and photographs and installations in our 
country will remain in the free art houses, tended and available for 
communing at all hours, including sleepovers. Some of us will work out 
trades with other countries or humans for art of the world before and 
without us, holding forums in those countries to discuss our steward-
ship of their art which we will donate to their public museums if, after 
we have traded with privateers, the people there wish for the art to 
stay where it was made. We will offer time exchanges to artists or any 
other workers who’d like to come stay in our country for an extended 
visit without immigrating, although we will have open immigration. 
When our friends and lovers and family people die unexpectedly we 
will decide together what to do with their special trinkets and the art 
they made or were given. If we are very lucky we will have time to 



give death presents before we go, leaving this consciousness quiet 
and shorn; if we are lucky in another way and leave unprepared, our 
friends will construct a forest memorial installation or a gallery show 
or a reading banquet or a sheltered sidewalk altar for strangers to 
stop by and marvel that we were here once, like them.



Position PAPer #6:
LAndFiLLs

In the new country, we will shut the factories down until we have used 
up all the old hammers and plastic buckets and copies of Dhalgren. We 
will stage site-specific installations and performances in the factory 
spaces, and dance parties. If we used to work in a factory we will take 
some time off to get our heads together, maybe stay in one of the 
guest cabins by the sea or in the forest. If we used to work in the field 
of innovating products to be produced in factories, we will also take 
some time off, we will try not to think so hard, maybe do our farm 
season or go back to art school. We will encourage innovation in 
sculpture and healing modalities, and we will admire the beauty of 
the old kind of hammers and plastic buckets. And if we want a copy of 
Dhalgren with a more appealing cover we will collage one on ourselves, 
using the salvaged collage materials available in the free art building 
on our street, which like the libraries, will be open all night every 
night for the satisfaction of our insomniac art or companionship urges. 
When we go to the store for a hammer because we want to hang up 
our night paintings, we will see all the salvaged hammers sorted by 
type: ball peen, mallet, claw, gavel, maul, and specialty hammers for 
tinkers, masons, and miniaturists. We will bring our rejected three-
ring binders and egg cartons to the sorting station whenever we 
have enough to make a trip, and most of the sorters will sort while 



one of the sorters reads aloud Love In the Time of Cholera or To The 
Lighthouse or whatever book the majority of sorters have voted in by 
secret ballot. When the sorters are not sorters, some will be collectors, 
bicycling carts around town and collecting any scrap from the elderly 
or those unable to cart their own scrap to the sorting station. When 
the sorters are not sorters, others will be menders, repairing the broken 
rings of plastic binders and packaging science kits out of shower-
curtain magnets and baking soda and so forth. And when the sorters 
are not sorters or collectors or menders we will be eaters and planters 
and filmmakers and mathematicians and readers and cellists and cat-
tenders and members of the trees collective and the desserts collective 
and the ease-of-mind collective and our mini-collective, yours and 
mine, coming to our hard-won consensus.



Position PAPer #3:
ceLL PHones

In my new country, we will have various and more efficient systems of 
communication, including trees. If we want to tell someone we don’t 
like how they were talking to us in the car or if we need to apologize 
for our abrupt departure, we will leave notes to such effect nestled in 
the dogwood trees. If we have found a cache of photographs of baby 
and grown animals in amusing configurations, we will string those 
photographs up on the taplines of the sugar maples. On the peeled-
back bark of the silver birches, like tall thin advent calendars, we will 
conduct our ongoing civic debates about whether something is a poem 
or a prose, and other questions of aesthetics or category that occupy 
some of us; for instance, brick or slate? vata or pitta? should we reclaim 
certain mean words or create kinder and more accurate words? In apple 
trees and avocado trees and pear trees — in all orchards, actually —  
we will leave our love letters, which if never claimed will have the 
virtue of entertaining us while we pick fruit for other people to eat, 
which will be one of our rotating jobs. To the amber sap of the ever-
greens we will stick folded-up reports of the doings of our comrades 
in other countries, reports from the field, and the stream and the city 
street. When we wish to ask people to take walks or come to couples-
counseling with us, we will flag the trees nearest to their houses with 
coded squares of colored cloth. From saplings’ delicate limbs we will 



dangle our friend requests, and around the magnolia gnarls we will 
tie with ribbons the notices of our name-changes and new pronouns. 
Wedged into the thick ratty bark of the pines, we will leave invitations 
to house-warmings and to the large public events we will all take 
turns curating monthly. In the hollows of the eldest redwood trees, I 
will leave my epics, my catalogues, my Icelandic sagas of how I miss 
your smell and your meatloaf and your every little way.
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